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Restrictive eating, but not binge eating or purging,
predicts suicidal ideation in adolescents and young adults
with low-weight eating disorders
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Abstract

Objective: This study examined the relationship between eating-disorder behaviors—

including restrictive eating, binge eating, and purging—and suicidal ideation. We

hypothesized that restrictive eating would significantly predict suicidal ideation,

beyond the effects of binge eating/purging.

Methods: Participants were 82 adolescents and young adults with low-weight eating

disorders. We conducted a hierarchical logistic regression, with binge eating and

purging in Step 1 and restrictive eating in Step 2, to predict suicidal ideation.

Results: Step 1 was significant (p = .01) and explained 20% variance in suicidal idea-

tion; neither binge eating nor purging significantly predicted suicidal ideation. Adding

restrictive eating in Step 2 significantly improved the model (ΔR2 = .07, p = .009). This

final model explained 27% of the variance, and restrictive eating (but not binge eat-

ing/purging) significantly predicted suicidal ideation (p = .02).

Discussion: Restrictive eating is associated with suicidal ideation in youth with low-

weight eating disorders, beyond the effects of other eating-disorder behaviors.

Although healthcare providers may be more likely to screen for suicidality in patients

with binge eating and purging, our findings indicate clinicians should regularly assess

suicide and self-injury in patients with restrictive eating. Future research examining

how individuals progress from suicidal ideation to suicidal attempts can further

enhance our understanding of suicide in eating disorders.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Anorexia nervosa (AN) has one of the highest mortality rates of any

psychiatric disorder, and suicide is the second leading cause of deathJennifer J. Thomas and Kamryn T. Eddy are co-senior authors.
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among individuals with AN (Arcelus, Mitchell, Wales, & Nielsen,

2011). Compared to 15–34-year-old women in the general popula-

tion, individuals with AN are approximately 5.2 times more likely to

die prematurely and 18 times more likely to die by suicide specifically

(Keshaviah et al., 2014). In addition to suicide death, individuals with

AN report greater suicidal ideation than individuals in the general pop-

ulation, with 20–43% of individuals with AN endorsing current sui-

cidal ideation (Milos, Spindler, Hepp, & Schnyder, 2004). These data

are particularly concerning given epidemiological studies demonstrat-

ing that approximately one-third of individuals with suicidal ideation

eventually make a suicide attempt, and approximately 60% of transi-

tions from ideation to attempts occur in the first year after suicidal

ideation onset (Nock et al., 2008).

Despite the high prevalence of suicidality in AN, the specific rela-

tionship between restrictive eating and suicidal thoughts remains

unclear. Several studies comparing suicidality across eating disorder

(ED) diagnostic categories have found elevated rates of suicidal

thoughts and behaviors among individuals with AN binge/purge sub-

type (AN-BP) and bulimia nervosa (BN; Foulon et al., 2007; Stein,

Lilenfeld, Wildman, & Marcus, 2004) compared to AN restricting sub-

type (AN-R). Clinically, this may have led to an assumption that

restrictive eating is less strongly associated with suicidality than binge

eating/purging. Indeed, healthcare providers are less likely to screen

for suicide and self-injury among patients engaging in restrictive eat-

ing without binge eating/purging (Peebles, Wilson, & Lock, 2011).

However, restrictive eating occurs across all ED diagnoses, not only

AN-R. In fact, individuals with AN-BP report more frequent restrictive

eating behaviors than individuals with AN-R (De Young et al., 2013).

Therefore, as individuals with diagnoses characterized by binge eat-

ing/purging (e.g., AN-BP) also engage in frequent restrictive eating,

conclusions about the extent to which specific ED behaviors increase

risk for suicidality cannot be drawn based on the prevalence of

suicidality across ED diagnostic categories alone.

Rather, data examining the relationship between suicidality and

specific ED behaviors, rather than diagnoses—which conflate multiple

behaviors—are needed. Indeed, recent research examining specific ED

behaviors and nonsuicidal self-injury (NSSI; i.e., direct self-harm with-

out suicidal intent, leading to tissue damage; Nock, 2010) found

restrictive eating was associated with NSSI above and beyond the

influence of binge eating/purging (Wang, Pisetsky, Skutch, Fruzzetti, &

Haynos, 2018), despite prior research suggesting stronger links

between binge-eating/purging and NSSI based on between-diagnosis

comparisons (Claes et al., 2015). Preliminary work suggests restrictive

eating is associated with a past history of suicide attempts (Witte

et al., 2016) and is indirectly associated with suicidal thoughts (Forrest

et al., 2016), but the specific, direct relationship between restrictive

eating and suicidal thoughts—particularly compared to binge-eating/

purging behaviors—remains unclear.

We aimed to address this gap by testing whether restrictive eat-

ing predicted unique variance in suicidal ideation beyond binge eating

and purging. We examined this among adolescents with low-weight

EDs, as both EDs and suicidal ideation have a peak age of onset dur-

ing adolescence (Nock et al., 2008; Swanson, Crow, Le Grange,

Swendsen, & Merikangas, 2011) and individuals with low-weight EDs

such as AN are at elevated risk for suicide death compared to the gen-

eral population (Keshaviah et al., 2014). We focused on suicidal idea-

tion as an outcome given the rarity of suicide attempts in our young

sample. As suicidal ideation is a precursor to suicide attempts (Nock

et al., 2019), identifying specific ED behaviors associated with suicidal

ideation could provide important information about intervention tar-

gets to prevent escalation to suicidal behaviors. Based on previous

empirical literature examining restrictive eating and suicide attempts

(Witte et al., 2016) and research comparing the influence of specific

ED behaviors on NSSI (Wang et al., 2018), we hypothesized that

restrictive eating would be associated with increased likelihood of sui-

cidal ideation, even after accounting for the influence of binge-eating/

purging behaviors.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Participants and procedure

Participants were 82 adolescents and young adult females with low-

weight EDs (Table 1 displays sample characteristics). Low weight was

indicated by either: <90% median body mass index or <90% expected

body weight (%EBW) for height or age based on Center for Disease

Control female growth charts (Kuczmarski et al., 2000). Exclusion

criteria included active suicidal intent and plan, but no participants

from the sample were excluded due to active suicidality. Trained

research assistants measured participants' heights on a wall-mounted

stadiometer and participants' weight on an electronic scale. This study

received approval from the hospital's institutional review board. Par-

ticipants over 18 years old and parents of participants under 18 pro-

vided written informed consent; participants under 18 provided

assent.

2.2 | Measures

DSM-5 diagnoses were conferred through assessment by KSADS

(Kaufman et al., 2013) and confirmed via symptom count on the Eat-

ing Disorder Examination (EDE; Fairburn & Cooper, 1993). Inter-rater

reliability for these diagnoses based on a random subset of the sample

(n = 10) was excellent (κ = 1.0).

2.2.1 | ED behaviors

We used the EDE to assess restrictive eating, binge eating, and purg-

ing. First, we used the EDE avoidance of eating item (“Have you gone

for periods of eight or more waking hours without eating anything?”)

to assess fasting, one form of restrictive eating, over the past 28 days.

We chose to use this item rather than the entire EDE restraint sub-

scale as other items on this subscale assess cognitive restraint

(e.g., “deliberately trying to limit the amount of food you eat, whether
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or not you have succeeded?) rather than restriction. Second, we used

the EDE objective binge episodes item to assess average objective

binge eating over the past 3 months. Finally, we used a composite

score of the EDE self-induced vomiting, laxative use, and diuretic use

items to assess average purging over the past 3 months. Inter-rater

reliability for ED behaviors were excellent (ICCs = 1 for all behaviors).

2.2.2 | Suicidal ideation

We used the suicide item from the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-II;

Beck, Steer, & Brown, 1996) for participants over 18 years old and

the Child Depression Inventory (CDI; Kovacs, 2001) for participants

under 18 to assess suicidal ideation over the past 2 weeks. Partici-

pants were categorized as endorsing suicidal ideation if they selected

a response of “I have thoughts of killing myself, but I would not carry

them out” or “I would like to kill myself” on the BDI-II, and a response

of “I think about killing myself but I would not do it” on the CDI; no

participants endorsed active suicidal intent.

2.3 | Data analysis

We first used descriptive statistics to examine the frequency of

restrictive eating (fasting), binge eating, purging, and suicidal

ideation. We next conducted a hierarchical logistic regression to test

whether restrictive eating was associated with increased likelihood

of suicidal ideation, above and beyond the effects of binge eating

and purging. We also included %EBW, diagnosis, and age in the

model to rule out the possibility that any detected association

between restrictive eating and suicidal ideation could be accounted

for by these variables. Step 1 in the model included binge eating,

purging, and %EBW/diagnosis/age, and Step 2 included restrictive

eating.

3 | RESULTS

Table 1 summarizes participant characteristics and Figure 1 displays

correlations among variables. A total of 24 participants endorsed

fasting, 15 endorsed binge eating, and 20 participants endorsed purg-

ing. Over one quarter of the sample (n = 21) endorsed suicidal

ideation.

Table 2 summarizes the hierarchical logistic regression. Step

1, which examined the relationship between binge eating, purging,

and controlled for %EBW/diagnosis/age, was significant (McFadden's

pseudo-R2 = .20, X2 = 18.34, p = .01). The model fit improved with the

addition of restrictive eating, ΔMcFadden's pseudo-R2 = .07,

ΔX2 = 6.72, p = .009. In this final model, restrictive eating predicted

suicidal ideation (B = 0.78, p = .02), but binge eating and purging did

TABLE 1 Demographic and clinical characteristics of the study sample

M (SD) Range N (%)

Age (years) 18.3 (3.2) 10.09–22.52

Body mass index (kg/m2) 17.3 (1.5) 13.00–20.90

% expected body mass index 82.6 (6.5) 67.50–96.97

Eating disorder diagnosis

Anorexia nervosa—Restricting 29 (36.59)

Anorexia nervosa—Binge/purge 11 (15.86)

Avoidant/restrictive food intake disorder 16 (18.29)

OSFED—Atypical anorexia nervosa 26 (28.04)

Eating disorder behaviors

Fasting 0.48 (0.92) 0–4 24 (29.27)

Binge eating 1.42 (5.32) 0–38.67 15 (18.29)

Purging 2.22 (7.68) 0–54 20 (24.39)

Suicidal ideation 21 (25.61)

Race

White 68 (82.93)

Asian 12 (14.63)

Other 2 (2.44)

Ethnicity

Hispanic 6 (7.32)

Non-Hispanic 76 (92.68)

Note: OSFED, other specified feeding and eating disorders. Fasting is measured by the Eating Disorders Examination (EDE) avoidance of eating item; binge

eating is measured as the average of EDE objective binge-eating episodes over the past 3 months; purging is measured as the average of EDE self-induced

vomiting, laxative use, and diuretic use over the past 3 months.
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not (ps = .55 and .13, respectively). Variance inflation factors were

low (ranging from 1.12 to 1.3.91), demonstrating no problematic

multicollinearity between predictors.

4 | DISCUSSION

This study demonstrates suicidal ideation is common among adoles-

cents and young adults with low-weight EDs, and that fasting, a spe-

cific type of restrictive eating, was associated with increased

likelihood of suicidal ideation. This association was significant beyond

the effects of objective binge episodes and purging, suggesting

restrictive eating may increase risk of suicidal ideation even beyond

risk associated with other ED behaviors. These findings extend a

growing body of literature on the significance of restrictive eating in

predicting self-injurious thoughts and behaviors (e.g., Forrest et al.,

2016; Wang et al., 2018), and also shed light on the specific influence

of fasting on suicidal ideation among a clinical sample of individuals

with low-weight EDs.

Notably, our findings stand in contrast to the hypothesis that

restrictive eating is less strongly linked to suicidal ideation and other

self-injurious behaviors because of the seemingly “passive” nature of

restricting food intake (Jacobson & Luik, 2014, p. 23). Importantly, this

hypothesis has been derived from previous data comparing frequency

of self-injurious thoughts and behaviors across ED diagnostic catego-

ries. However, as restrictive eating occurs across all ED diagnoses,

data demonstrating higher rates of self-injurious thoughts and behav-

iors in disorders characterized by binge eating/purging (e.g., BN) are

unable to rule out the possibility of this relationship being driven by

heightened restrictive eating—either in addition to, or instead of,

binge eating/purging. This seems particularly plausible in light of evi-

dence suggesting individuals with AN-BP engage in more frequent

restrictive eating than those with AN-R (De Young et al., 2013). By

F IGURE 1 Correlation matrix among demographics and clinical
characteristics. %EBW, percent expected body weight; OBEs,
objective binge episodes. Darker blue colors indicate stronger, more
positive correlations and darker red colors indicate stronger, more
negative correlations. Significant correlations are indicated by an
asterisk [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE 2 Hierarchical logistic regression examining the relationship between eating disorder behaviors and suicidal ideation

Pseudo-R2 χ2 (df ) AIC BIC Log-likelihood B SE OR [95% CI]

Step 1 .20 18.34(7)* 89.16 107.91 −36.58

%EBW −0.07 0.07 0.93 [0.81, 1.08]

Diagnosis: AN-BP −0.57 0.94 0.57 [0.09, 3.55]

Diagnosis: ARFID −17.57 1,664.94 0.00 [0.00, Inf]

Diagnosis: Atypical AN 0.49 1.05 1.64 [0.21, 12.94]

Age −0.02 0.11 0.98 [0.79, 1.23]

OBEs 0.01 0.05 1.01 [0.91, 1.12]

Purging 0.05 0.04 1.05 [0.98, 1.13]

Step 2 .27 25.05(8)** 84.44 105.53 −33.22

%EBW −0.04 0.08 0.96 [0.82, 1.13]

Diagnosis: AN-BP −1.10 1.03 0.33 [0.04, 2.54]

Diagnosis: ARFID −17.28 1,679.08 0.00 [0.00, Inf]

Diagnosis: Atypical AN −0.02 1.16 0.98 [0.10, 9.49]

Age −0.03 0.12 0.97 [0.77, 1.24]

OBEs 0.03 0.05 1.03 [0.93, 1.15]

Purging 0.06 0.04 1.06 [0.98, 1.15]

Restrictive eating 0.78* 0.34 2.10 [1.12, 4.28]

Note: *p < .05, **p < .01. Reported pseudo-R2 is McFadden's pseudo-R2. AIC, Akaike information criterion; BIC, Bayesian information criterion; %EBW,

percent expected body weight; OR, odds ratio; OBEs, objective binge episodes. Reference category for diagnosis is anorexia nervosa-restrictive eating

subtype.
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directly comparing ED behaviors, the current study allowed for inter-

pretation of the specific effects of individual behaviors, finding that

fasting was uniquely associated with suicidal ideation.

These results also support recent work investigating self-

harming intentions underlying ED behaviors. Although ED behaviors

are typically conceptualized as functioning to control weight/shape,

emerging research suggests individuals also engage in these behav-

iors with at least some intention to hurt themselves physically in the

moment and in the long run (Fox et al., 2019). Notably, compared to

binge eating and purging, individuals report restricting with a greater

intent to cause long-term physical harm, a higher hope and knowl-

edge of dying sooner as a consequence of restrictive eating, and

greater thoughts of restricting to kill oneself (Fox et al., 2019).

Although the current study did not assess motivations underlying

fasting beyond controlling shape/weight, our findings, considered in

concert with previous research by Fox et al. (2019), suggest one pos-

sible reason for the stronger association between suicidal ideation

and restrictive eating (compared to binge eating/purging) may be

self-harming and suicidal motivations underlying restrictive eating

behaviors.

Limitations of this study include the cross-sectional design, as

well as relatively small sample size of only females in a limited age

range. Because the sample was recruited based on low weight, more

participants endorsed fasting than binge eating and purging, and these

smaller numbers may have limited our ability to detect statistically sig-

nificant associations of these behaviors with suicidal ideation. In addi-

tion, our binary assessment of suicidal ideation (single BDI/CDI item)

may not have fully captured participants' suicidal ideation, and no par-

ticipants endorsed suicide plans or intent. Similarly, we focused only

on fasting, and other forms of restrictive eating may show different

relationships with suicidal ideation. To address these limitations,

future research should aim to use longitudinal and experimental meth-

odology, as well as more objective and comprehensive measures

(e.g., Eating Pathology Symptom Inventory) to determine if and how

multiple forms of restrictive eating predicts the onset or escalation of

suicidal ideation over time in larger samples with more diversity in

gender, age, and weight.

This study contributes new information about the association

between ED behaviors and suicidal ideation among adolescents and

young adults with low-weight EDs. Our findings have significant clini-

cal applications by highlighting the importance of screening for sui-

cidal ideation among patients with EDs, particularly those engaging in

fasting. Moreover, as many individuals who make a suicide attempt do

so in the first year following suicidal ideation onset (Nock et al., 2008),

our results suggest reducing extreme restrictive eating may be impor-

tant to reduce risk of heightened suicidal ideation or attempts,

although further investigation is necessary. Future research elucidat-

ing mechanisms of the relationship between restrictive eating and sui-

cidal ideation, as well as utilizing more complex prediction algorithms

in larger samples, will continue to advance our understanding and pre-

diction of suicidality in EDs, which could have important treatment

and prevention implications for these dangerous and destructive

thoughts and behaviors.
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